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RESEARCH ON PRESENCE & MINDFULNESS

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF
MEDITATION, MINDFULNESS, AND
COMPASSION
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=CA0ULYRTRQ0

PAYING ATTENTION &
MINDFULNESS | SAM CHASE |
TEDXNYU
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=KNFKCM92OWM

HOW MINDFULNESS CHANGES THE
EMOTIONAL LIFE OF OUR BRAINS |
RICHARD J. DAVIDSON |
TEDXSANFRAN
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=7CBFCW67XT8

PRESENCE
Please find a comfortable seated position that allows you to be alert and relaxed. Close your eyes and rest
your hands in an easy and effortless way. Take a few moments to scan through your body and wherever
possible soften and release obvious areas of physical tension that you may notice in your body. There are
many possible anchors throughout the body, but the most common and the one we will be exploring here is
breath. Please breathe naturally and simply notice where the breath is easiest to detect, or where the breath
feels pleasant or neutral. You may pay attention to how the breath feels in your nostrils, or you might feel
how the breath moves your abdomen or may notice how the breath cools the back of your throat. There’s no
need to control the breath. Simply relax and notice the breath like you would notice sound. This life breath is
your home base. A place for you to relax and be aware. For a moment, notice the sensations of the
inhale…and now the exhale. Notice the immediate sensations of the breath throughout your body…. You may
find your mind start to wonder. Simply pause, re-relax and bring your awareness back to your breath. Relax
your heart. Allow yourself to return to the inflow and outflow of the breath. The breath is a home base that
allows you to reconnect with presence. With an effortless inhale into awareness, and a gentle exhale of
release. Fully here, awake, at home with presence. You are here now. Slowly begin to open your eyes, wiggle
your fingers and toes.
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RESOURCES TO CULTIVATE VULNERABILITY

DARING GREATLY

DARE TO LEAD

BRENÈ BROWN

BRENÈ BROWN

VULNERABILITY
“Vulnerability is the emotion we experience during times of
uncertainty, risk, and emotional exposure, Vulnerability is not
winning or losing. It’s having the courage to show up when you can’t
control the outcome.”
- Brené Brown

IN BREAKOUT ROOMS:
• Take turns asking your partner questions to get to know one another
Examples:
How did you find yourself in this workshop / at this conference?
Who is your ideal dinner guest?
What are you reading / binging right now?
What’s the most fun you remember having recently?
Who in your life do you feel you can be most vulnerable with?

• You will have 5 minutes to get to know your partner

ACTIVITY
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Listen while being present and curious, share something about yourself, and have some fun getting to
know your fellow participant!

VULNERABILITY IN PROVIDING FEEDBACK
AID FEEDBACK MODEL
F E E D BA C K = B E H AV I O R D E S C R I P T I O N + I M PA C T
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ACTION

IMPACT

DESIRED OUTCOME

Describe the specific actions or behaviors
that you saw or heard the person doing

Discuss the impact that you have observed
the behaviors or actions have had

Focus on desired outcomes – what they
can do differently next time
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RESOURCE FOR WELLNESS

HBR: MANAGE YOUR ENERGY,
NOT YOUR TIME
HTTPS://HBR.ORG/2007/10/MANAGE-YOUR-ENERGY-NOT-YOUR-TIME

ENERGY ASSESSMENT
GRAB A PEN AND PAPER
• Take a few minutes to complete the Energy Assessment and scoring on the
next two slides

IN BREAKOUT ROOMS:
• Discuss your overall energy and high category scores with your partner
• Identify which areas of wellness you would like to focus on to increase your
energy
• Discuss the actions you can take this week to prioritize your wellness
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ENERGY ASSESSMENT
MIND

I spend much of my day reacting to immediate
demands rather than focusing on activities
with longer-term value.

INSTRUCTIONS:
MARK A CHECK FOR THE STATEMENTS THAT
ARE TRUE FOR YOU

EMOTION

I have too little time for the activities that make
me feel happy or fulfilled.

I don’t take enough time for reflection,
strategizing, and creative thinking.

I don’t stop frequently enough to express
gratitude or feel a sense of accomplishment.

I have a difficult time focusing on one task at a
9
time.

4/29/21

BODY

SPIRIT
I rarely get 7-8 hours of sleep and I often wake
up feeling tired.
I frequently skip breakfast, or I often eat lunch
while working at my workspace.
I don’t get as much physical exercise during the
work week (less than 3x per week).

I frequently find myself feeling irritable,
impatient, or anxious at work, especially when
work is demanding.

I don’t spend enough time doing work that
feels fulfilling or that I enjoy.
My tasks throughout the day are often
influenced by external demands than by a clear
sense of my own purpose.
I don’t invest enough energy in making a
positive difference to others or the world
around me.

ENERGY ASSESSMENT SCORING

0–2: Excellent energy capability

HOW IS YOUR
OVERALL
ENERGY?

3–5: Reasonable energy capability

Total number of
statements marked:

SCORING
GUIDE

6–8: Significant energy deficits
9–12: An energy crisis

NUMBER OF MARKS IN EACH
CATEGORY:

0: Strong energy capabilities
MIND

ENERGY FOCUS
AREAS

BODY
EMOTION

CATEGORY
GUIDE

1: Sufficient energy
capabilities
2: Poor energy capabilities
3: An energy crisis

SPIRIT

ACTION PLAN
GOAL
Enter Goal for increasing Energy

DATE

DESCRIPTION OF ACTION STEP

MEASURE OF SUCCESS
Enter Measure of Success for achieving Goal

NOTES

WEAVING WELLNESS INTO THE VIRTUAL WORKPLACE…

PHYSICAL WELLNESS
• Help employees stay active while
working from home
• Support a range of activity levels and
create opportunities for healthy
competition to ensure engagement

MENTAL WELLNESS

CREATIVITY & CULTURE

• Welcome employees to step away from
work for healthy breaks
• Provide a support network for
employees who may be struggling
during this time
• Encourage presence building through
mindfulness for at least 3 minutes a day

• Create opportunities for employees to
connect with one another
• Support out-of-the box thinking by
encouraging employees to learn a new
skill or try a new activity
• Strengthen culture by increasing a sense
of belonging

PHYSICAL
WELLNESS
TEAM MARATHON
Help employees get active by creating accountability with a team marathon. Each
individual agrees to run or walk a set distance to contribute to the team’s overall goal.
Employees can be given the chance to compete against themselves by trying to beat their
time in the first marathon during a second round.

DIGITAL DECATHLON
Get employees to try a new form of exercise by challenging them to participate in a minidecathlon. Activities don’t need to include the traditional decathlon events; instead employees
can choose any number of activities they don’t engage often (hopscotch? skipping? frisbee?
jump rope?).

DAILY WORKOUT SERIES
Offer a series of employee-hosted classes that everyone can participate in. Ask volunteers
to host at-home Zoom or Skype classes based on physical activities that they enjoy like
Monday - Run Day, Tone-in-20 Tuesday, Wednesday - Walk Day, Yoga - Friday.

MENTAL
WELLNESS
MEDITATION
Provide employees with the opportunity to de-stress and re-set by sharing a daily or
weekly meditation. This could be a pre-recorded session, a live and interactive digital
event, or a written prompt.

COFFEE & CONNECT
Randomly select employees to have a 15-30 minute digital coffee date. Give people a
chance to talk to someone they might not otherwise meet. The focus of these meet-ups
could be work-related (to strengthen an individual’s understanding of cross-company
work) or personal (to gain another person’s perspective).

GIVE BACK
Create an opportunity for employees to give back by dividing participants into groups,
getting them to vote on what cause they would like to support, and create healthy
competition by setting up a prize for the team that wins. A ‘win’ doesn’t have to mean the
most money–it can be determined by whose team has the most people donating.

CREATIVITY & CULTURE
ONLINE COOKING SERIES
Encourage employees to try cooking something new by providing an online cooking series.
Classes could be taught by chefs or employees could volunteer to teach colleagues how to
cook their favorite dish. Ingredients lists would be shared ahead of time along with
information about flavors, cooking time, and serving sizes.

MUSICAL REVUE
Employees love music—and some make their own. Give them a chance to share with
colleagues by setting up a digital musical revue. The revue can focus on a specific type of
music or open the mic to anyone who wants to perform, DJ, or start the company’s first
band.

ONLINE PAINTING CLASS
Build those creative thinking muscles in new ways with an online painting class. Students
could work from a shared still life, their own reference image, keep it simple with a predetermined paint-by-numbers image. Painting kits could be provided to make joining in
even easier. A digital gallery can be created with the final artworks.

SINGLE SLIDE EXPERT
Let employees share what they’re great at—with a skill-based online talent show! Each
participant creates a single slide with information about something they are good at and
can teach to others. Employees can participate in the live ’show’ where everyone gets a
minute to talk about what they do or they can catch up on all their colleague’s talents in
their own time.

TROUBLE GETTING
THEM ENGAGED?
TRY WELLNESS BINGO!
If your teams aren’t easily
convinced to join a class, try a new
workout, or reach out to colleagues
invite them to play our Wellness
Bingo. Send out the Bingo scorecard
(here’s an example) and give them a
week or two to “get bingo.” Consider
incentivizing completing the Bing
card by entering employees in a
raffle!
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Volunteer To Prepare Or
Deliver Food At A Local
Food Bank, Kitchen,
Meals On Wheels, Etc.

Call Your Local Hospital
Or
Fire Station And See If
You Can Order Takeout
For Staff, Or
Pickup Food From A
Local Restaurant Already
Donating Meals To First
Responders

Send A Payment Or Gift
Card To Your Hairstylist,
Barber, Or Nail Technician
As If You Were Keeping
Your Appointments

Buy A Book From
A Local Bookstore

Offer Your Skills Virtually
By Doing A 1-hour Call
With A Nonprofit Via
Catch A Fire

Offer To Review A Friend
Or Neighbor’s Resume
Whose Job Was
Impacted By Covid-19

Send An Email To A
Previous Colleague Of
Yours
And Check-in On Them

Donate $20 To The
Cause, Nonprofit Of Your
Choice Who Is Impacted
By Covid-19

Keep A Gratitude Journal
For 7 Days In A Row

Fill In Your Own:
_____________

Go Two Days With
Zero Food Waste

Read A Story To A Child
or Play a Game Over The
Phone (Call Parents
Or Relatives You Know!)

Stay Home For 72 Hours
Straight And Help
Reduce The Spread

Donate $20 To Your
Local
Food Pantry, Kitchen,
Meals
On Wheels, Etc.

Recognize An Amazing
Colleague and Send
Them an E-Card!

Sew And Donate Masks
To Va Hospitals Or Any
Essential Worker

Transcribe A Historical
Document Through The
Smithsonian (~60 Min)

Go For A 30-minute
Walk, Make Eye Contact,
Say “Hi” And Smile (Or
Wave If You’re Wearing
A Mask) To Everyone You
Meet Along The Way
(Doesn’t Count If You
Won’t Run Into Anyone…)

Offer To Pickup
Groceries Or
Prescriptions For At-risk
Neighbors (Leave A Note
At Their Door, Facebook,
Nextdoor, Etc.)

Order Takeout Or
Delivery
On A Night You Used To
Eat Out, And Tip Your
Delivery Person 30%

Keep Growing By Taking
A 1-hour Class To Learn
Something New On
YouTube, Linkedin
Learning, Etc.

Play Unwfp’s “Free Rice”
For 30 Mins. For Each
Answer You Get Right,
Advertising Sponsors
Send The Cash
Equivalent Of 10 Grains
Of Rice

Donate Blood At The Red
Cross And Help Save
Lives

Buy A $25 Gift Card And
Give To A Supermarket
Checkout Worker To Say
Thank You (There Are
Usually Gift Cards
Already At The Checkout
Stand!)

Uplift Yourself: Exercise
For 45 Minutes Three
Times
In One Week
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